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Dempster±Shafer clustering using Potts spin mean field theory
M. Bengtsson, J. Schubert

Abstract In this article we investigate a problem within
Dempster±Shafer theory where 2q 1 pieces of evidence
are clustered into q clusters by minimizing a metacon¯ict
function, or equivalently, by minimizing the sum of weight
of con¯ict over all clusters. Previously one of us developed
a method based on a Hop®eld and Tank model. However,
for very large problems we need a method with lower
computational complexity. We demonstrate that the
weight of con¯ict of evidence can, as an approximation, be
linearized and mapped to an antiferromagnetic Potts spin
model. This facilitates ef®cient numerical solution, even
for large problem sizes. Optimal or nearly optimal solutions are found for Dempster±Shafer clustering benchmark tests with a time complexity of approximately
O N 2 log2 N. Furthermore, an isomorphism between the
antiferromagnetic Potts spin model and a graph optimization problem is shown. The graph model has dynamic
variables living on the links, which have a priori probabilities that are directly related to the pairwise con¯ict
between pieces of evidence. Hence, the relations between
three different models are shown.
Keywords Dempster±Shafer theory, Clustering, Neural
network, Potts spin, Simulated annealing

1
Introduction
In this article we develop a method for clustering evidence
in very large scale problems within Dempster±Shafer theory [14, 15, 40±44, 46]. We consider the case when evidence come from multiple events which should be handled
independently, and it is not known to which event a piece
of evidence is related. We use the clustering process to
separate the evidence into subsets for each event, so that
each subset may be handled separately.
In an earlier article [38] one of us developed a method
using a neural network structure similar to the Hop®eld and
Tank model [22] for partitioning evidence into clusters for
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relative large scale problems. All the weights were set a
priori using the con¯ict in Dempster's rule, thus no learning
process was utilized. This clustering approach represented
a great improvement in computational complexity compared to a previous method based on iterative optimization
[29±35], although its clustering performance was not
equally good. In order to improve clustering performance
a hybrid of the two methods was also developed [36].
In a recent paper [37] this method was further extended
for simultaneous clustering and determination of number
of clusters during iteration in the neural structure. Here,
we let the neuron output signals represent the degree to
which pieces of evidence belong to corresponding clusters.
From these signals we derive a probability distribution
regarding the number of clusters, which gradually during
the iteration is transformed into a determination of the
number of clusters. This probability distribution is fed
back into the neural structure at each iteration to in¯uence
the clustering process.
For very large problems we need a new method with still
lower computational complexity than achieved so far. This
should be attained without sacri®cing any of the clustering
performance in comparison to the previous neural method
[38].
In this article, we combine Dempster±Shafer theory
with the antiferromagnetic Potts model [45] into a
powerful solver for very large Dempster±Shafer clustering
problems. A second aim of the article is purely theoretical;
we show how the antiferromagnetic Potts model is
isomorphic to a graph optimization problem. This may
seem misplaced at ®rst glance, but the variables in the
Dempster±Shafer model have a very natural interpretation
in terms of the graph model.
The clustering methodology developed over several
papers was initially intended for preprocessing of intelligence information for situation analysis in antisubmarine
warfare [7, 8]. Having now developed a method with a
much lower computational complexity, we believe it can
serve as a general solution for preprocessing of intelligence
data in information fusion [39].
In Sect. 2 we describe the basics of Dempster±Shafer
theory. Section 3 presents the Potts spin model, and the
corresponding clustering model is discussed in Sect. 4.
Section 5 shows how a linearized Dempster±Shafer con¯ict
function maps to an antiferromagnetic Potts model. The
isomorphism between the Potts model and a graph model
is developed in Sect. 6, and the resulting relation between
the Dempster±Shafer model and the graph model is investigated in Sect. 7. Finally, in Sect. 8 we compare the
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clustering performance and computational complexity of
three different clustering methods: the Potts spin clustering
developed in this article, a previous developed neural
clustering method [38] inspired by Hop®eld and Tank [22],
and the iterative optimization [29] initially developed.
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2
Dempster±Shafer theory
In Dempster±Shafer theory [14, 40] belief is assigned to a
proposition by a basic probability assignment. The proposition is represented by a subset A of an exhaustive set of
mutually exclusive possibilities, a frame of discernment H.
The basic probability assignment (or mass function) is a
function from the power set of H to [0, 1]
m : 2H ! 0; 1

1

whenever

m [  0

2

and

X

m A  1

3

AH

where m A is called a basic probability number, that is
the belief committed exactly to A.
The total belief of a proposition A is obtained from the
sum of belief for those propositions that are subsets of the
proposition in question and the belief committed exactly
to A

assignments. Let Ai be a focal element of Bel1 and let Bj be
a focal element of Bel2 . Combining the corresponding
basic probability assignments m1 and m2 results in a new
basic probability assignment m1  m2

m1  m2 A  K 

X

m1 Ai m2 Bj 

9

Ai \Bj A

where K is a normalizing constant, K  1= 1

j

X

m1 Ai m2 Bj  :

j where

10

Ai \Bj [

This normalization is needed since, by de®nition, no mass
may be committed to [ (according to standard theory
[40]; for an alternative view, an ``open world assumption'',
see [44]). The new belief function Bel1  Bel2  can be
calculated by the above formula from m1  m2 . When
we wish to combine several belief functions this is done
simply by combining the ®rst two, then combining the
result with the third and so forth.
The weight of con¯ict between two belief functions is
de®ned as Con Bel1 ; Bel2   log 1 j. This function
will be the starting point in our analysis of evidence
clustering.

3
Potts spin
The physics of spin systems is a quite different area in
science which will be utilized here. The Hop®eld model
[21], based on the physics of Ising spins (see for instance
X
Bel A 
m B
4 [16] for a review), was the ®rst model to bridge the gap
between spin systems and computer science, that gained a
BA
wider interest. The Potts model (see for instance [45]) is a
where Bel(A) is the total belief in A and Bel() is called a generalization of the Ising model where each spin may
belief function
have an arbitrary (but ®nite) degree of freedom instead of
H
Bel: 2 ! 0; 1 :
5 just two. It has proven useful in many complex
optimization problems [19, 20, 24, 27].
A subset A of H is called a focal element of Bel if the basic
If the Potts spin at site i is denoted ri  1; 2; . . . ; q,
probability number for A is non-zero.
where q is a positive integer, the energy function that
In addition to the belief in a proposition A it is also of de®nes the model is written in terms of spin±spin
interest to know how plausible a proposition might be, i.e., interactions,
the degree to which we do not doubt A. The plausibility,
N
X
Pls : 2H ! 0; 1
6 E  1
Jij dri ;rj :
11
2 i;j1
is de®ned as
Pls A  1

Bel Ac  :

7

We can calculate the plausibility directly from the basic
probability assignment

Pls A 

X

m B :

8

B\A6[

Thus, while belief in A measures the total mass certainly
committed to A, plausibility measures the total probability
that is in or can be moved into A, i.e., Bel A  Pls A.
If we receive a second item of information concerning
the same issue but from a different source, the two items
can be combined to yield a more informed view. Combining two belief functions is done by calculating the orthogonal combination using Dempster's rule. This is most
simply illustrated by the combination of basic probability

Another useful notation is to treat each Potts spin as a
discrete vector
Pq in a hypercube: Sia  0; 1 with the
constraint a1 Sia  1 8 i where a is the vector index.
Then the energy function becomes
q

E

N X
N
1X
1X
Jij Sia Sja 
Jij~
Sj ;
Si  ~
2 i;j1 a1
2 i;j1

12

where the vector character of the spin has been used in the
last equation. The spins merely encode which class a data
(point) belongs to; Sia  1 means that the site i belongs to
class a.
Here we assume that the interaction is completely antiferromagnetic (Jij  0). This model can serve as a data
clustering algorithm with a spin on each data point (site),
if Jij is used as a penalty factor of site i and j being in the

belief, although this situation is not considered in this
article. The partition is then simply an allocation of all
pieces of evidence to the different events. Since pieces of
evidence corresponding to different events are unrelated,
the evidence belonging to a particular event can be
analyzed within the Dempster±Shafer paradigm, independently of any other pieces of evidence.
If it is not known a priori which event each piece of
information is corresponding to, we have a problem. It
could then be impossible to know directly if two different
pieces of evidence are corresponding to the same event.
We do not know if we should put them into the same
subset or not. It is precisely this problem we are facing
in this article. The task is to organize the evidence into
different classes so that each class precisely corresponds
to a particular event in a unique way.
To solve this problem, we can use the con¯ict in
Dempster's rule when all pieces of evidence within a subset
are combined, as an indication of whether these pieces of
evidence belong together. The higher this con¯ict is, the
less credible that they belong together.
Let us create an additional piece of evidence for each
subset with the proposition that this is not an ``adequate
partition''. We have a simple frame of discernment on the
metalevel H  fAdP; :AdPg, where AdP is short for
4
``adequate partition.'' Let the proposition take a value
The problem
If we receive several pieces of evidence about different and equal to the con¯ict of the combination within the subset,
separate events, and the pieces of evidence are mixed up,
D
our task is to arrange them according to which event they mvi :AdP
Conf fSj jSj 2 vi g :
13
are referring to. Thus, we partition the set of all pieces of
These new pieces of evidence (simple support functions),
evidence v into subsets where each subset refers to a
particular event. In Fig. 1 these subsets are denoted by vi . one regarding each subset, reason about the partition of
The con¯ict when all pieces of evidence in vi are combined the original evidence. Just so that they are not confused
by Dempster's rule is denoted by ci . Here, thirteen pieces with the original evidence fSj g, let us call this evidence
``metalevel evidence,'' and let us say that its combination
of evidence are partitioned into four subsets. When the
and the analysis of that combination take place on the
number of subsets is uncertain there will also be a ``domain con¯ict'' c0 which is a con¯ict between the current ``metalevel,'' Fig. 1.
In [29] a criterion function of overall con¯ict called the
hypothesis about the number of subsets and our prior
metacon¯ict function for reasoning with multiple events
was established. The metacon¯ict is derived as the plausibility that the partitioning is correct when the con¯ict in
each subset is viewed as a piece of metalevel evidence
against the partitioning of the set of evidence, v, into the
subsets, vi .
same class; sites in different classes get no penalty. So far,
the spins are only a formalism to describe the problem in
other terms, and the problem consists of minimizing an
energy function by ¯ipping the spins into different states.
This spin ¯ipping process takes place via simulated
annealing, whereby the complete spin system is viewed as
being contained in a thermal reservoir at a certain temperature. At a high temperature, the spins ¯ip more or less
at random, and are only marginally biased by their interactions (Jij ). As the temperature is lowered, discontinuous phenomena such as phase transitions may occur.
During a phase transition, parts of the system become
constrained in one way or the other, they freeze. Finally,
when the complete system is frozen, the spins are completely biased by the interactions (Jij ) so that, hopefully,
the minimum of the energy function is reached.
In a Monte Carlo simulation, the spins are actual stochastic states, and such a simulation is usually very time
consuming. Instead, we will use a mean ®eld model, where
spins are deterministic [27], which is usually very time
ef®cient. The Potts model has been used for various forms
of clustering data [1, 2, 4±6, 9±13, 28], and other complex
optimization problems [23, 25, 26].

De®nition Let the metacon¯ict function,
D

Mcf q; S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; Sn 1

1

c0 

q
Y

1

ci  ;

14

i1

be the con¯ict against a partitioning of n pieces of evidence
of the set v into q disjoint subsets vi . Here, ci is the con¯ict
in subset i and c0 is the con¯ict between q subsets and
propositions about possible different numbers of subsets.

Fig. 1. The con¯ict in each subset of the partition becomes a
piece of evidence at the metalevel

We will use the minimizing of the metacon¯ict function
as the method of partitioning the evidence into subsets
corresponding to the events. This method will also handle
the situation when the number of events are uncertain.
After this, each subset refers to a different event and
the reasoning can take place with each event treated
separately.
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5
From Dempster±Shafer Theory to Potts Spin
The metacon¯ict function is easier to treat if it is rewritten
as a sum instead of a product, by taking the logarithm. The
number of clusters is here kept unchanged (c0 is constant).
Let us rewrite the minimization as follows
"
#
Y
min Mcf  min 1
1 ci 
i

218

,
max 1

Mcf   max

Y

Con S1  S2      SN ; SN1 
 Con S1 ; SN1 
 Con S2 ; SN1       Con SN ; SN1  ;

is precisely such a linearization.
Minimizing a sum of log 1 sj sk  terms is as an
approximation correct to leading order, i.e., all second
order terms in fsi g are unchanged in this approximation.
The actual function being minimized is

X X

1

ci 

i

max log 1
 max

Mcf   max log
X

Y
i

log 1

ci   min

i


1

X



15
where log 1 ci  2 0; 1 is a weight [40, p. 77] of
evidence, i.e., in this context a weight of con¯ict.
Since the minimum of Mcf (=0) is obtained when the
®nal sum is minimal (=0), the minimization of the ®nal
sum yields the same result as a minimization of Mcf would
have done.
In Dempster±Shafer theory one de®nes a simple support function, where the evidence points precisely and
unambiguously to a single nonempty subset A of H. If S is
a simple support function focused on A, then the basic
probability numbers are denoted m A  s, and
m H  1 s. If two simple support functions, S1 and S2
[40, p. 95], focused on A1 and A2 respectively, are combined, the weight of con¯ict between them is [40]

Con S1 ; S2  

0;

log 1

s1 s2 

if A1 \ A2  [
;
else
16

which may be written as

Con S1 ; S2  

log 1

s1 s2 djA1 \A2 j

17

with djA1 \A2 j being de®ned so that it is unity for
A1 \ A2  [ and zero otherwise.
Generally, the con¯ict function of a N  1-system can
be obtained recursively from a (N)-system via [40]

X
i

sk sl 

Y

log

1

sk sl 

k;l
Sk ;Sl 2vi

2
ci 

i



X
i

ci 
log 1

log 1

k;l
Sk ;Sl 2vi

i

,
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6
log6
41

0

13

B X
B
sk sl
@
k;l
Sk ;Sl 2vi

C7
7
YC
A5
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while the function above, Eq. (15), can be rewritten as

2

X
i

log 1

ci  

X
i

6
log6
41

0

13

B X
B
sk sl
@
k;l
Sk ;Sl 2vi

C7
7
XC
A5
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where X and Y are the higher order terms.
These functions are identical in their ®rst order terms,
and Y  X. Hence, all leading order terms are correct, and
nonleading order terms are suppressed by powers of s,
which are all smaller than one. Moreover, the con¯ict of a
purely con¯ict free con®guration is zero in both cases.
Thus, the actual minimization slightly overestimates the
con¯ict within the subset.
The linearized con¯ict function is therefore written
recursively as

ConL S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN1   ConL S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN 
N
X
log 1 si sN1 djAi \AN1 j ;
i1

22

which is in an appropriate form to be identi®ed with the
Potts model.
Minimizing the weight of con¯ict within each cluster is
18 equivalent to maximizing the weight of con¯ict between
each cluster, as will be shown below (Eq. (26)).
where S1  S2 etc. denotes the combination of two simple
We denote the cluster an evidence belongs to with vi ,
support functions via Dempster's rule of combination.
which may be any positive integer between one and an
Conventional algorithms, and the Potts model in
upper limit K. We will always use q  K. If two pieces of
particular, handle data as pairwise terms. It is therefore
evidence have disjoint cores A1 \ A2  [, they need not
necessary to simplify the con¯ict function, and write the be in con¯ict if they refer to two different events; only
con¯ict of a sum of support functions as the sum of
when they refer to the same event are they in con¯ict.
pairwise con¯icts, i.e., to linearize the con¯ict function.
Hence, the recursive relation for the con¯ict function is
The approximation,
modi®ed to:

Con S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN1 
 Con S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN 
 Con S1  S2      SN ; SN1  ;

ConL S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN1 
 ConL S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN 
N
X
log 1 si sN1 djAi \AN1 j dvi vN1 ;

23

i1

where it remains to determine fvi gki1 . Note that the interaction
log 1 si sN1 djAi \AN1 j  is ®xed for any given
problem. The Potts model, as de®ned by Eq. (11), maps
naturally to clustering problems. If Jij  0; 8 i; j, the model
is said to be antiferromagnetic, i.e., any pair of spins in the
same state are repellent. It has therefore qualitatively the
same type of interaction as the con¯ict function; both are
repellent.
In terms of clustering, it describes so called parametric
clustering, where data is centered around a ®ctitious class
prototype. The isomorphism between Eq. (23) and the
Fig. 2. Six similar Gaussian distributions in 2D are clustered
Potts model is seen if the Potts energy function is
using the
P Potts spin
Pmodel. Arrows indicate cluster centers
expressed recursively as
ya 
i xi Via =
i Via , see Sect. 7 for the notation)

EN1  EN 

N
X
i1

Ji;N1 dri rN1

24

and the spin state, ri ; 1  ri  q, is identi®ed with the
class index vi . Thus, each piece of evidence is translated
into a Potts spin. Moreover, the spin±spin interaction
Ji;N1  log 1 si sN1 djAi \AN1 j , is valid for any pair of
indices i and j . The relations between the Potts model and
the linearized con¯ict function are summarized as:

EN $ ConL S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN 
Jij $ log 1 si sj djAi \Aj j
ri $ vi
q$K
If we instead seek to maximize
the weight
 of con¯ict
P
between each class, then ij Jij 1 dri rj should be
maximized, or alternatively, minimize

25


1X
Jij 1 dri rj
2 ij
1X
1X
Jij 
Jij dri rj :
26

2 ij
2 ij
P
The term ij Jij is just a constant, and consequently,
maximization of the weight of con¯ict between each class
is equivalent to the minimization of the weight of con¯ict
within each class.
However, the isomorphism between the linearized
Dempster±Shafer clustering model and the antiferromagnetic Potts spin model does not solve the problem by itself,
but by virtue of the dynamics of the spins. As discussed
earlier, statistical mechanics of the Potts spin in a mean
®eld approximation will supply the necessary dynamics.
Using simulated annealing, the temperature acts as a
control parameter that, via a sequence of phase transitions,
resolves ®ner and ®ner details of the data; an algorithmic
structure that is well suited for clustering problems.
Figure 2 illustrates parametric clustering of 2D data.
While nonparametric clustering represents the most
E

constraint free form of clustering, and consequently,
benchmark studies are dif®cult to perform, parametric
clustering has a well de®ned energy function to be optimized. For sparsely distributed Gaussian clusters of the
same size, analytical estimates of the optimal Bayes limit
can be made, which agree with fairly large precision with
numerical results of the mean ®eld Potts model [4].
Numerical results for Dempster±Shafer clustering are
discussed in Sect. 8.
The fact that there are more than one global minimum
is, in contrast to naõÈve expectations, not a feature that
makes the problem simpler to solve, quite the opposite.
During simulated annealing, when the temperature is
lowered and a phase transition occurs, one corner of the
system may freeze partly into a state corresponding to one
of the global minima, while another corner of the system
freezes into another global minimum state. The border
between these two (or more) states, is most certainly going
to give rise to additional energy, which results in a nonoptimal solution. This is called frustration, and has been
studied extensively in highly frustrated spin glass models
of Ising spins (see [16] for a review). It is well known that
mean ®eld theory is not suitable to study spin glass
models, but as will be seen below, acceptable solutions are
found in most cases for the Dempster±Shafer clustering
problems. This indicates that despite the degenerate
ground state, frustration is not a too dif®cult problem
here.
Using the vector notation for the Potts spin, the
complete energy function we are considering is

ES 

K X
N
K X
N
1X
cX
Jij Sia Sja
S2
2 a1 i;j1
2 a1 i1 ia
!2
K
N
X
aX

Sia
2 a1 i1

27

where the ®rst term is the standard clustering cost. The cterm, which does not in¯uence the relative energy levels,
is necessary to avoid a bifurcating behavior. It simply
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correction inserted: figure 3

adds a constant to the interactions that moves any potentially harmful negative eigenvalues along the positive
axis. In all simulations, c  0:5. The a-term is an energy
cost with an equipartition effect; it has its minimum for
con®gurations with an equal number of items in each
cluster, and increases when there is an unbalance between
the clusters. This is done to favor those balanced solutions
that are intuitively appealing among all different global
optima.
The Potts mean ®eld equations are [27]:
220

Via 

e
K
P
b1

Hia V=T

e

28

Hib V=T

where

Hia V 

N
oEV X

Jij Vja
oVia
j1

cVia  a

N
X

Vja

29

j1

with Via  hSia i (thermal averages), and are used recursively (serially) until a stationary equilibrium state has
been reached for each temperature. To apply it to Dempster±Shafer clustering we use interactions
Jij  log 1 si sj djAi \Aj j .
The algorithm for simulating these spins works roughly
as follows. Use a precomputed highest critical temperature, Tc , as the starting temperature. Choose the mean ®eld
spins to be in their symmetric high temperature state;
Via  1=K 8 i; a. At each temperature, iterate Eqs. (28, 29)
until a ®x point has been reached. The temperature is
lowered by a constant factor until every spin has frozen,
i.e., Via  0; 1, Fig. 3.
Problematic events not seldom have one completely
empty cluster, but by using the equipartition term (the
a-term) more balanced partitions are obtained at the risk
of introducing spurious minima. Especially for large
problem sizes it proves useful to have a small a-term.

6
Potts and graph isomorphism
There exists a known isomorphism between a ferromagnetic Potts model and a graph model [18] . While the spins
are placed on the sites (vertices, nodes), and have q degrees
of freedom, the graph model has bond variables placed on
the edges (links) between the sites. A bond variable between site i and j, nij , may be on (occupied), nij  1, or off
(vacant), nij  0. To each edge is associated an a priori
given probability, 0  pij  1, which roughly tells how
likely it is for a bond being on. Both the ferromagnetic Potts
model and the corresponding graph model may in fact be
obtained as the marginal distributions of a combined
model, containing spins as well as dynamic bond variables
[17]. Hence, a dual description of the model is possible,
either in terms of spins, or in terms of edges, or both.
A ferromagnetic spin system is poorly suited for deterministic clustering since the ground state is completely
degenerated with all spins being parallel. Adding a weak,
non-site-dependent, antiferromagnetic term to the
ferromagnetic system, this degeneracy is broken, and a
nonparametric clustering solution may be obtained from

P
Fig. 3. The clustering algorithm. The saturation N1 i;a Viat 2
measures how ``frozen'' the system is (the speci®c numerical
values given are just examples)

deterministic annealing [5]. There exists an isomorphic
graph model also to this Potts model [3], but it is slightly
different from the previous one.
However, the Potts model relevant in this study is
completely antiferromagnetic (Jij  0 8 i; j), and the task is
to ®nd the corresponding graph model. The probability
distribution of the spin con®gurations is given by the
Boltzmann factor,

0

PP frg 


1
e
Z

bE



1Y
exp
Z ij

1
exp@ b
Z
bJij 

X

1

Jij dri rj A

ij

30

with (ij) meaning every unique pair of sites, and where Z is
the usual partition function that acts as a normalization:

X

At this stage introduce the notion of a spin cluster, which
is de®ned as a maximal set of sites with identical (parallel)
frg
spins. On the other hand a bond cluster is a maximal
The distribution, PP frg, is rewritten as
nonempty subset of occupied bonds, where there is a path
of occupied bonds between any two bonds in the bond

1 Y bJij
PP frg 
e
 1 e bJij  1 dri rj :
cluster (a bond-cluster of a graph is a maximal nonempty
Z ij
connected subgraph [18]). To get a relatively simple
32 expression for the distribution of the bond model it is
necessary to assume full connectivity, i.e., between any
Note that the product may be interpreted as a
two sites there exists a single edge that directly connects
product over each edge in a graph. At each edge, de®ne them. In the words of [18], full connectivity means that
a probability pij  1 e bJij , which we denote the bond
between any two vertices (sites) there is a path with only a
probability. In this clustering model, all interactions are single edge.
repellent and increase with ``distance.'' Thus, data that are
The interesting quantity in this computation is
in some sense ``close,'' with small Jij , have also a small
X Y

bond probability, and vice versa. The distribution with
pij 1 dri rj ;
38
N
pij 's is
ij:n
0
ij
fri gi1

Z

e

bE frg

PP frg 

1 Y
1
Z ij

31

pij   pij 1

dri rj



:

33

The combined spin and bond model is de®ned as

PPG fng; frg
1 Y
1 pij dnij 1  pij dnij 0 1

Z ij

dri rj



;

34

which contains essentially two pieces of information. First,
any vacant bond must have nonidentical spins at its two
sites. This follows also directly from Eq. (36). Since two
different bond-clusters are connected only by vacant
bonds, then any spin in one bond-cluster must be different
from any spin in another bond-cluster. Secondly, the sum
over spins gives a combinatorial weight of the states that
is generally different for different con®gurations. For
instance, if the constraint 1 dri rj  is removed, then
the sum above simply reduces to

with dynamic spins ri  1; 2; . . . ; q on the sites, as well
as dynamic bond variables (nij  0; 1) on the links between N Y
pij
39
the sites. It is simple to verify that the marginal distribu- q
ij:nij 0
tion of PPG fng; frg obtained by summing over all
possible bond states, is indeed identical to the Potts spin
Hence, the actual combinatorial factor for any state is
distribution PP frg,
smaller than qN .
X
Since the number of spin degrees of freedom is limited
PPG fng; frg  PP frg :
35
to
q
, and a spin state in one bond-cluster is never allowed
fng
in another bond-cluster, the number of bond-clusters,
It is also a simple matter to ®nd the conditional distriC fng, is thus limited to q:
bution PPG fngjfrg from Eq. (34); just read off
1  C fng  q :
40
PPG fng; frg to get:
Note that this result relies on the full connectivity condition, and that an upper limit on C fng may not exist
with probability pij
without this condition.
:
with probability 1 pij
In Eq. (38), the sum over spins contains every site,
while
the product contains only vacant bonds. It is dif®cult
36
to ®nd a general result, so we will start with a simpli®cation. Assume for the moment that there are no vacant
Hence, parallel spins always have a bond being on
on the edge connecting the spins, while nonparallel spins bonds between sites in the same bond-cluster, so that all
have the corresponding bond off with the bond probability. vacant bonds connect sites from different bond-clusters.
The q spin directions must be partitioned into C fng
Finding the corresponding graph model, obtained by
summing over all spin con®gurations of PPG fng; frg, is nonempty sets. Denote the number of available spin
in bond-cluster a with qa (constrained to
more dif®cult since it does not factor in terms of the spins. directions
P
q  Ca1 qa ), and the number of sites Na . For each parCollect factors containing bonds being on, and bonds
tition of the spin directions among the bond-clusters, sum
being off, respectively,
over all possible spin con®gurations. The number of such
PPG fng; frg
con®gurations of a bond-cluster a is qNa a , since there are no
2
32
3
other
constraints on the spins within a bond-cluster.
Y

14 Y
5
4
5
Moreover, there are q!= q1 !q2 !    qc ! ways to partition the
1 pij 
pij 1 dri rj
:

Z ij:n 1
available spin directions among the C bond-clusters. With
ij:nij 0
ij
our previous assumptions, the sum over spins is now
37 written,

ri  rj ) nij  1

nij  0;
ri 6 rj )
nij  1;
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Fig. 4. This is an illustration
of how bond-clusters are
formed during annealing. For
simplicity, only a triangulation
of the bonds in each bondcluster is shown. Bond-clusters
are chosen deterministically
using the condition pij > 0:5

spins are parallel within each cluster. Because
ri  rj ) nij  1 according to Eq. (36), all bonds conij:nij 0
necting sites in the same spin-cluster are occupied in the
0
1
ground state of the system.
q
B X
C
q!
The question is then if there are any occupied bonds
N
N
q1 1 q2 2    qNc c C
B
@
A
connecting
different spin-clusters. Since the Jij 's are the
q !q ! . . . qc !
q1 ;q2 ;;qc 1 2
independent
interactions, and the pij 's the dependent ones,
qRa qa
letting T ! 0 gives pij ! 1. A bond connecting different
0
1
spin-clusters ri 6 rj ) is vacant with probability pij acY
pij A :
41 cording to Eq. (36). Hence, for T ! 0, the probability
@
ij:nij 0
for vacant bonds between spin-clusters goes to unity, and
are thus highly unlikely to be occupied. Therefore, the
It may seem to be an error that the upper summation limit ground state of a spin/bond model is characterized by q
is q and not, for instance, q C. However, illegal con®g- localized spin-clusters, where the bond-clusters are idenurations with any qa  0 contribute zero due to a factor tical (contain the same set of vertices) to the spin-clusters,
qNa a ! 0Na  0.
and no bonds are vacant inside bond-clusters.
The fact that vacant bonds may connect sites in the same
So, Eq. (41) is expected to be correct for T ! 0, which
bond-cluster is not taken into account in the previous
gives the total bond state distribution
analysis. For instance, if bond-cluster no. 1 contains a single
vacant bond, the number of possible spin states is reduced PG fng; C fng
N 1
0
1
from qN1 1 to q1 1q1 1 . Or if there are two vacant bonds,
that do not have any sites in common in a cluster, the comq
N 2
C
1B X
q!
binatorial factor for that cluster becomes q1 12 q1 1 .
qN1 1 qN2 2    qNC c C
 B
@
A
Both these cases have an additional constraint q1  2. AlZ q1 ;q2 ;;qc q1 !q2 !    qc !
N1
though these combinatorial factors are all less than q1 , the
qRa qa
number of possible states with, for instance, a single vacant
3
0
1 2
bond inside a bond-cluster, is in general large. For this
Y
Y
reason alone, these con®gurations cannot be neglected.
pij A  4
1 pij 5 ;
42
@
It turns out that the con®gurations with vacant bonds
ij:nij 0
ij:nij 1
inside bond-clusters disappear when the ground state is
reached for the following reason. The ground state of the with the condition C fng  q.
It may be interesting to make a qualitative analysis of the
spin system consists of q localized spin-clusters,1 where all
temperature dependency of the bond model, without any
references to the spin model. It is important to understand
1
This can be seen directly from Eq. (11), which has a minimum that, since b is a free parameter, fJij g must be treated as
independent parameters, and fpij g as dependent. For
value that is a decreasing function with respect to q.
fri gNi1

pij 1

dri rj

T ! 1; pij ! 0 8 i; j (iff Jij > 0). Therefore, nij  1 8 i; j,
and the whole system is just one big bond-cluster.
As the temperature is decreased towards zero,
pij ! 1 8 i; j, and consequently all bonds ought to be
vacant. However, the condition C fng  q, which is a
remnant from the spin model, implies that not every bond
can be vacant. Crudely speaking, we seek max # nij  0
subject to the constraint C fng  q. It is easy to see that
this implies C fng  q. Thus, a single large bond-cluster
at a high temperature is broken down to smaller bondclusters as the temperature is lowered, and eventually q
bond-clusters remain as the ground state. In Fig. 4 we have
illustrated this behavior, and made a triangulation of sites
belonging to identical bond-clusters based on the
condition pij > 0:5.
This behavior is quite opposite from the bond-model
corresponding to a ferromagnetic Potts spin system, where
all bonds are vacant at a high temperature, and all are
occupied at the ground state. The modi®ed ferromagnetic
Potts clustering model, with a weak constant and antiferromagnetic term added [3], need not produce a single
large bond-cluster as its ground state, but rather separate
bond-clusters representing the underlying data structure.
One issue needs some more attention; the condition of
full connectivity. What happens when this condition is
relaxed? If Jij  0 for some i; j, then there is no direct
interaction between ri and rj , no link from i to j, and
consequently, there does not exist a bond variable nij . A
quantitative analysis depends on the particular graph, and
is therefore not practical to perform. Qualitatively it is
easier to see what happens. If the graph is sparse enough,
there may be sets of sites with no direct interaction between them. For instance, if there exists two non-empty
sets of sites without any direct contact, the spins may be
parallel without affecting the energy of the system. If the
de®nition of a spin-cluster is adjusted to mean sets of
parallel spins that do have an interaction between them,
this implies that sets of parallel spins may form separate
spin-clusters if they are isolated from each other. Thus, q
need not set the upper limit of the number of spin-clusters.
Moreover, the probability distribution for the bonds
(Eq. (42)) will be modi®ed with different combinatorial
factors that depend on the underlying graph.

7
Dempster±Shafer clustering and the graph model
We have so far established a connection between the
linearized con¯ict function in Dempster±Shafer theory,
and the antiferromagnetic Potts spin model. Also, an
isomorphism between this Potts model and a graph optimization problem was described in the previous section.
The next step is to ®nd out how the Dempster±Shafer
problem and the graph model are related. In principle,
we have already demonstrated an isomorphism between
the linearized Dempster±Shafer model and the graph
optimization problem. However, if a slight modi®cation
to the con¯ict function is made, a much nicer relation
can be derived.
The original way of de®ning the weight of evidence w,
corresponding to the degree of support s for an event A, is
s  1 e w [40, p. 78]. There is an amount of arbitrariness

in this de®nition since it is perfectly allowed to use
s  1 e kw , where k is an arbitrary positive constant. For
no speci®c reason, k was originally chosen to be one [40].
The same argument applies to the weight of con¯ict, which
may now be written

1
log 1 j
43
k
with k being a positive constant.
The derivation to show the relation between the
Dempster±Shafer model, with k included, and the Potts
model parallels the previous derivation in Sect. 5. The
recursively written and linearized con¯ict function is now
Con Bel1 ; Bel2  

ConL S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN1 
 ConL S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN 
N
1X
log 1
k i1

si sN1 djAi \AN1 j dvi vN1 :

44

Comparing with the Potts model, Eq. (24), we make the
following identi®cations:

EN $ ConL S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN 
45
1
log 1 si sj djAi \Aj j
Jij $
k
Compared to the previous relations, the only change is the
introduction of k.
Considering the isomorphism between the Potts model
and the graph model, the point of introducing k becomes
clear. The bond probabilities, de®ned as pij  1 e bJij ,
can be written Jij  1=b log 1 pij , which show a great
deal of resemblance to the pairwise weight of con¯ict.
The inverse temperature b may be identi®ed with k, and k
may therefore get a physical interpretation. Moreover,
the bond probabilities, pij , may be identi®ed with the
product of the support for the events Ai and Aj si sj .
If there is no con¯ict between Ai and Aj Ai \ Aj 6 [,
there is no bond in the corresponding graph model either.
The isomorphisms between the three models are summarized as:
EN $ ConL S1 ; S2 ; . . . ; SN 
1
log 1 si sj djAi \Aj j
Jij $
k
1
b$k
T
pij $ si sj ; if conflict; Ai \ Aj  [
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Thus, Dempster±Shafer clustering (if linearized) may be
interpreted in terms of a graph model, where edges in the
graph correspond to con¯icting pieces of evidence, and the
bond probability of an edge pij is precisely the product of
the support, si sj .
Since b plays a crucial role here, it is worth clarifying a
few points. In statistical mechanics, the probability for
a certain con®guration with an energy Ei is given by the
Boltzmann distribution e bEi . As the system freezes,
b ! 1, and only the state (or states) with the lowest energy gets an appreciable probability. Another way to view
this is to consider the free energy F, de®ned as F  E TS,
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where S is the entropy of the system. A maximum likelihood estimate (which is equivalent with the mean ®eld
approximation) is obtained by minimizing F subject to the
constraint that the entropy is constant. The b becomes a
Lagrangian parameter that controls the average energy,
and it gives the relative importance of energy minimization and entropy (disorder) maximization. As T ! 0,
min F , min E, and it is expected that the absolute energy
minimum state should be obtained as the ground state of
the system.
It is important to note that in our analysis so far, Jij 's are
the independent parameters, pij 's the dependent ones, and
b parameterizes their relation. But for any given b one
could choose either the Jij 's or the pij 's (or si 's) as the
independent parameters.
However, if the pij 's are chosen as independent
parameters, some of the previous discussion regarding
the system's behavior during annealing may not be valid.

8
Results
In this chapter we compare the clustering performance
and computational complexity of three different methods
for Dempster±Shafer clustering. First, the Potts spin
clustering using simulated annealing discussed previously
in this article. Secondly, the neural clustering inspired by
the Hop®eld and Tank method [22] developed in [38] and
further extended in [36, 37], is investigated, and ®nally, the
iterative optimization that was initially developed for
Dempster±Shafer clustering [29±35].
For each method, and all problem sizes, we will cluster
2K 1 pieces of evidence into K subsets. As reported
before, the evidence supports all subsets of the frame
H  f1; 2; 3; . . . ; Kg. Thus, there always exists a global
minimum to the metacon¯ict function equal to zero, since
all pieces of evidence that include the 1-element can be put
into cluster 1, of the remaining evidence, all those that
include the 2-element can be put into cluster 2, and so
forth. Since all evidence of cluster 1 includes the 1-element
their intersection is nonempty, and since all evidence of
cluster 2 includes the 2-element their intersection is also
nonempty, etc. Thus, all con¯icts ci are zero and we always

have a global minimum with Mcf  0. It is easy to see that
there are more than one completely con¯ict free solution
of our benchmark problem.
The reason we choose a problem where the minimum
metacon¯ict is zero is that it makes a good test example
for evaluating performance. We have no reason to believe
that this choice of test examples is atypical with respect to
performance.
In Table 1 we notice that both neural methods have an
exponential computation time in the number of items of
clusters. This is solely due to the exponential growth in
the number of items of evidence via N  2K 1. However,
the Potts spin clustering method is much faster than the
neural clustering method inspired by Hop®eld and Tank.
For the problem of clustering 127 pieces of evidence into
seven clusters, the Potts spin methods computation time
is 8.78 s, while the Hop®eld and Tank type of neural clustering had a computation time of 618 s, a difference of 70
times for this particular problem size. Although K  jHj;
the number of clusters) and N  j2H j 1; the number of
items of evidence) are not changed independently in these
test examples, evidence is rather striking (Table 1) that the
Potts spin computation time scales as N 2 log2 N. A small
overhead is noted for the smallest problem sizes. The time
complexity of iterative optimization is much worse than for
both neural methods (see Fig. 5).
Let us also compare the clustering performance of the
three methods. The cluster con¯icts can vary strongly from
cluster to cluster and occasionally larger con¯icts are
found. In Table 2 the median and mean metacon¯ict over
ten runs is tabulated for each problem size and method.
It is important to note that, although we are optimizing
the linearized weight of con¯ict (Eq. (20)), it is the actual
con¯icts for each cluster that are calculated in Table 2. The
Potts spin method is able to ®nd a global optimum for
problem sizes up to nine cluster. However, for the ten- and
eleven-cluster problems the metacon¯ict increases rapidly,
see Fig. 6. The same type of behavior is found for the
Hop®eld and Tank method but here the increase in
metacon¯ict arises already with the six- and seven-cluster
problems. Iterative optimization has a good performance
for small problem sizes.

tions without any signi®cant performance decrease. All times are
Table 1. Each number is the mean of ten randomly generated
problems. For the Potts spin method, the total number of itera- measured in seconds on an SGI Onyx computer (150 MHz CPU
tions needed depends strongly on the anneal parameters chosen. model IP19)
These parameters can be chosen to reduce the number of iteraNo. of
clusters, K
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11


Days estimated

No. of items
of evidence, N
7
15
31
63
127
255
511
1023
2047

Time

Potts spins
Time/N2K2

0.026
0.099
0.455
1.90
8.78
46.8
254
1290
6630

5.90
2.75
1.89
1.33
1.11
1.12
1.20
1.23
1.31

á
á
á
á
á
á
á
á
á

)5

10
10)5
10)5
10)5
10)5
10)5
10)5
10)5
10)5

Hop®eld and Tank

Iterative optimization

Iterations

Time

Iterations

Time

Iterations

159
244
322
367
421
483
507
515
534

2.18
7.75
30.4
109
618

54.3
63.8
65.2
79.8
108

0.061
0.201
1.90
288
76

2.6
5.1
11.1
26.1

While Fig. 6 gives a good overview on the clustering
performance of the three different methods, the picture
might be somewhat misleading when evaluating performance. A large part of the increase in metacon¯ict is due
to the increase in problem size. Each cluster contributes
to the total metacon¯ict, and as the number of cluster
increases, the total metacon¯ict increases as well. In order
to eliminate this effect we must calculate the average
metacon¯ict per cluster.
If we make an assumption that in a local minimum the
con¯ict of each cluster is identical ± which is certainly true
for a global minimum ± the average metacon¯ict per
cluster may be calculated. With c0  0 and ci  cj for all i, j
we get from Eq. (14)

hci i  1

1

Mcf 1=q :
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The median and mean metacon¯icts per cluster are tabulated for all problem sizes in Table 3. Notice the smaller
rise in metacon¯ict per cluster. For instance, the clustering
performance of Potts spin for the ten-cluster problem is
now visibly much better than that of the Hop®eld and
Tank for the seven-cluster problem, Fig. 7. In Fig. 7 we
also observe the wide difference between median and
mean metacon¯ict per cluster for the Potts spin method in
the eleven-cluster problem. Hence, ¯uctuation of the results is large. While the method is still able to ®nd some
near optimal partitionings the average partition yields a
higher metacon¯ict per cluster. This is a clear indication
that the Potts method has reached its limit to produce
perfect solutions, but still produces near optimal solutions.
For slightly larger problem sizes we would still expect the
method to ®nd some reasonably good, but no longer near
optimal partitions.
The best measure of clustering performance is the
metacon¯ict per evidence. Simply divide the average
metacon¯ict per cluster already found (in Table 3) with the
average number of pieces of evidence in each cluster, see
Table 4. This way we also take into account the exponential growth in the number of items of evidence as the
number of clusters grow. The remarkable result is that the
Potts model does not give any signi®cant rise of the mean
metacon¯ict per evidence, Fig. 8. This is true for almost
three orders of magnitude.
For the eleven-cluster problem the Potts method
Fig. 5. Computation time (mean of 10 runs) for the three
different methods; Iterative optimization (IO), Hop®eld and Tank achieves mean and median metacon¯icts per evidence of
neural clustering (H&T), and Potts spin clustering (PS)
just 0.8 and 2:4&, respectively. We compare this with the
Table 2. Metacon¯ict (median
and mean over ten runs) for
the Potts spins, Hop®eld and
Tank and iterative optimization clustering methods

No. of
clusters, K

No. of items
of evidence, N

Potts spins
Median

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

7
15
31
63
127
255
511
1023
2047

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.069
0.711
0.998

Hop®eld and Tank

Iterative optimization

Mean

Median

Mean

Median

Mean

0
0
0
0.115
0.116
0.114
0.122
0.610
0.814

0.005
0.013
0.042
0.447
0.904

0.016
0.059
0.076
0.398
0.856

0
0
0
0

0
0.001
0.003
0.097

Fig. 6. Metacon¯ict
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Table 3. Metacon¯ict per
cluster, from Table 2 through
hci i  1
1 Mcf 1=q
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No. of
clusters, K

No. of items
of evidence, N

Potts spins
Median

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

7
15
31
63
127
255
511
1023
2047

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.008
0.117
0.441

Hop®eld and Tank

Iterative optimization

Mean

Median

Mean

Median

Mean

0
0
0
0.020
0.017
0.015
0.014
0.090
0.142

0.002
0.003
0.009
0.094
0.284

0.005
0.015
0.016
0.081
0.242

0
0
0
0

0
0.0003
0.0005
0.017

Fig. 7. Metacon¯ict per cluster,
through hci i  1
1 Mcf 1=q

Table 4. Metacon¯ict per
evidence

No. of
clusters, K

No. of items
of evidence, N

Potts spins
Median

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

7
15
31
63
127
255
511
1023
2047

0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0001
0.0011
0.0024

Hop®eld and Tank

Iterative optimization

Mean

Median

Mean

Median

Mean

0
0
0
0.002
0.001
0.0005
0.0003
0.0009
0.0008

0.0007
0.0009
0.001
0.009
0.016

0.002
0.004
0.003
0.008
0.013

0
0
0
0

0
0.00009
0.00008
0.002

Fig. 8. Metacon¯ict per evidence

expected con¯ict between two random pieces of evidences,
derived analytically.
With 2q 1 pieces of evidence, all simple support
functions with elements from the set of all subsets 2H of
H  f1; 2; 3; . . . ; qg , there are
1
2



2q

12

2q


1
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possible pairs of two pieces of evidence. Of these,


n j
n 1  X
1X
n
n j
k
2 j1 j k1

49

are in con¯ict.
Thus, if two different pieces of evidence are drawn
randomly from the set of all subsets, we have a probability
of con¯ict between their propositions of

Pq
P Ai \ Aj  [ 

1
j1

 


q Pq j q j
k1
j
k

2q

12

2q

1

;
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other two methods. It is able to ®nd at least one global
optimum with zero con¯ict over the ten runs for all
problem sizes up to eleven clusters, except for the case
with ten clusters where it got a very near miss with an
overall metacon¯ict of 0.0013 for the best run. Such a miss
is the result of one piece of evidence with a very small
basic probability number being misplaced, yielding a very
small con¯ict.

9
Conclusions
There are two threads followed in this paper. First, for the
pragmatic reader we have shown how the Potts model
®nds optimal or nearly optimal solutions to Dempster±
Shafer clustering problems in every case. Additionally,
the computation time scales as N 2 log2 N, when measured
in the number of items of evidence. This is the same
computational growth as in the previous Hop®eld and
Tank model, but with a much lower constant. Furthermore, the mean con¯ict per cluster and evidence shows no
signi®cant increase as the problem is scaled up. This is
valid at least for problem sizes varying over three orders of
magnitude.
Secondly, mainly of theoretical interest are the relations
between the three models: linearized Dempster±Shafer,
antiferromagnetic Potts spin model, and a graph optimization problem. The possibility to interpret the Dempster±
Shafer clustering problem as a graph optimization
problem is appealing.
Having developed a Potts spin model for Dempster±
Shafer clustering with a near perfect clustering performance and a reasonably good computational performance
for most problem sizes, we think this method can serve as
a solution for preprocessing of data in many different
applications, and especially so in the intended application
for preprocessing of intelligence data in information
fusion.

where, e.g., P Ai \ Aj  [  4:13% when q  11.
The basic probability number of a piece of evidence is a
uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1.
Thus, the expected con¯ict is 0.25 between two pieces of
evidence that are known to be in con¯ict. Therefore, the
expected con¯ict between two pieces of evidence drawn
randomly from 2H becomes 0.0103  0:0413  0:25,
which is roughly 4 times higher than the median, and
13 times larger than the mean metacon¯ict per evidence
received in the eleven-cluster problem by the Potts spin
method, Table 4. This is proof that on average the
metacon¯ict per evidence obtained numerically corresponds to much less than one con¯icting pair of pieces of
evidence per cluster. It must be considered to be a very
good result given that on average there are 186 pieces of
evidence per cluster in the eleven-cluster problem, and
had 186 pieces of evidence been drawn randomly from 2H ,
then 710 pairs of the 17205 pairs in the cluster would be References
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